Abstract-This letter presents a new filtering scheme based on local similarity pattern within the local window for removing random valued impulse noise. A pixel to be considered as an original pixel, it should have ample numbers of similar neighboring pixels in a local window. The neighbors are divided into 2 subtypes: smooth similar neighbors and edge similar neighbors according to the different criterion. Extensive simulations show that the proposed filter provides better performance than many of the existing filters. In particular, the thresholds are adaptive to diverse image types at different noise rate and the computational complexity is very low.
INTRODUCTION
Digital images are often corrupted by impulse noise during the acquisition or transmission processes. The corrupted images severely impede subsequent image processing, such as image segmentation, edge detection or object recognition. Therefore, a fundamental problem in image processing is to suppress impulse noise from an image, whereas keeping the original pixels intact and preserving its details. The impulse noise can be classified as fixed-valued and random-valued impulse noise. In this paper, we focus on random-valued impulse noise which is uniformly distributed in the dynamic range of [0, 255] and which is more difficult to identify.
The median filter, which exploits the rank-order information of pixel intensities within a filtering window and replaces the center pixel with the median, is the most popular choice for removing impulse noise from images because of its effectiveness and simplicity. Nevertheless, it tends to distort fine details, since it modifies both noisy as well as noise-free pixels. Consequently, many filtering algorithms have been proposed which use some thresholds to detect noisy pixels, such as Progressive median (PSM) [1] , MSM [2] , tri-state median (TSM) filter [3] , EM [4] and the pixel-wise MAD (PWMAD) filter [5] and, etc [6] [7] [8] . The performance of these filters is heavily dependent on the capabilities of the impulse detectors. Unfortunately, these filters exhibit poor performance for heavily corrupted noisy images. The reason is that they detect noisy pixels across the whole image region without considering the difference between the locally smooth region and edge region. The intensity difference pattern between the center pixel and other pixels in the filtering window is not the same for the locally smoothing region and edge region, so they need different criterion to detect noisy pixels. In order to overcome this drawback, in [9, 10] image rank ordered absolute differences (ROAD) is proposed to measure the similarity or closeness of a pixel value to its neighbor, which utilizes the sort information and threshold value to determine the noisy-free pixels. Due to the high complexity of sort operation, ROAD is limited in application.
In [11] using different directional filter convolution to detect the noisy-free pixels, the optimal thresholds are hard to select.
The [12, 13] use fuzzy mathematics for noise removal, the problem of this method is hard to select the right fuzzy functions and de-fuzzy function. Recently, many new methods, such as NASMBF [14] , UTMF [15] , ABDND [16] ASMF [17] and NSC [18] , [19] [20] [21] are some other schemes which are proposed for detection noise and some of its variants. Even if great progresses have been made, there is still room to improve.
In this letter, a new scheme based on local similarity patten in the local window is presented, which exhibits significantly improved impulse detection capability whereas very simple and fast. Impulse detection has respective criterion for smooth and edge region. Most of impulse detection available in the literature are performed in an iterative manner and need time-consume sort operation and varying filter window size. Our method does not need these.
The letter is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce the draft detection scheme and the recovery process. In Section III we show numerical results and visual examples. Finally, Section IV provides the concluding remarks.
II. NOISE DETECTION AND RECOVERY PROCESS
Noise detection is based on the assumption that a noise-free image contains locally smoothly varying areas separated by edges. We assume the following noise model, any pixel at (i,j) in the noisy image can take on an arbitrary impulse noise ij n from the dynamic range with probability equal to the noise rate p in the image. 
A. Noise Detection For the noise-free image, in the locally smooth region, the center pixel has numerous similar pixels among their neighbors in a filter window and the intensity difference is low. However, in the edge region, the pattern is very different. In the tangential direction of the edge, the intensity difference is the same as the smooth region, which we call as smooth similarity; whereas in the normal direction of the edge, the intensity difference is higher than the smooth similarity but not too high, which we call as edge similarity.
If the central pixel x and any pixel y of the other pixels in the window such that ()
Then pixel x and pixel y are considered as smooth similarity, Tsmooth is the threshold. If the pixel x and y satisfy ()
Then they are considered as edge similarity, Tedge is the threshold.
For the noise-free or the noisy image, in the smooth region, the center pixel x of a filter window has many neighboring pixels that satisfy smooth similarity; whereas in the edge region, the center pixel x has little neighboring pixels that satisfy smooth similarity and some neighboring pixels that satisfy edge similarity. For the center pixel x, we denote Nss as the number of pixels that satisfy smooth similarity and Nes as the number of pixels that satisfy edge similarity in a filtering window. Now for a 33 window, the center pixel x is considered as the original pixel located in the smooth region if 
Other pixels are considered as noisy pixels.
B. Restoration Process
To restore the corrupted image, we replace each detected noisy pixel with a normalized weighted sum of its good neighboring pixels in the 33 filtering window. The weight is fixed and the weight of the original pixel in the smooth region is 4 and the weight of the original pixel in the edge region is 2. For those already restored noisy pixel, we also set a weight value which is depended on the intensity difference between the restored noisy pixel and the average intensity of its good neighboring pixels. If the intensity difference is small than 15, the weight is 4; If the difference is small than 25, the weight is 2; and in other cases, the weight is 1.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
To assess the performance of our proposed method, the standard gray-scale test images used in our experiments have distinctly different features. These images are "Lena" and "Walkbridge", each of size 512512.
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) between the restored image and the original image is selected as measuring the performance in experiments. The PSNR is defined as: 
Here MSE is the mean squared error and y denotes the deblurred image and x denotes the origin image.
A. Restoration Results
The noise density in the noisy images is varied from 20% to 60%. The thresholds that utilized in all the experiments are fixed with Tsmooth=15 and Tedge=50.
The proposed filtering algorithm is named as local similarity pattern (LSP). The PSNR resulting from various experiments is given in Table I for "Lena" image. From the table, it can be easily observed that the LSP outperform the other filtering schemes at noise levels below 40% and only SNC method outperforms our NSF method at higher noise levels. Fig . 1 shows the restored images of our method at 20, 40, and 60% noise density for "Lena" image. It can be seen that the proposed method successfully preserve the details in the image while removing the noise at 20% noise rate, and have a scattered amount of tiny bright and dark spots at the 40% rate. It is clear that the restored image at 60% rate is seriously corrupted with a cluster of impulse noise. For convenience of visual judgment, the detailed regions cropped from Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2 . From the Fig. 2 , it shows the proposed algorithm can remove the noise successfully while preserving edges under 40% rate. Fig. 3 shows the restored images at 20, 40, and 60% noise density for "Walkbridge" image.
The reason is that many of the noisy pixels in the cluster are similar to each other but not similar to the other surrounding original pixels. That means the intensity differences between the noisy pixels are not too high and thus they are likely to be considered as original pixels located in the edge region when compared with the threshold Tedge and Tsmooth when heavily corrupted. 
B. Noisy-Free Pixels Detection Results
The percentage of wrongly detected noise-free pixels (false detections), undetected noise-free pixels (miss detections) and rightly detected noise-free pixels (hit ratio) in the corrupted Lena and Walkbridge images are shown in Table II . It is clear that for the Lena image the proposed method has at least 90% hit ratio and at most 6% false rate or miss rate below 40% noise rate and the hit ratio decreases rapidly and false rate and miss rate increase rapidly when the noise rate is higher than 40%. This is why our method performs outstanding when noise rate is below 40% and performance decreases slowly with noise rate increasing. The detection results of Walkbridge image are bad than Lena image for the miss and right ratio. Because the Walkbridge image has many edges and the edge region are hard to detect the noise pixel. 
C. Parameters Robustness
For evaluating the robustness of the proposed thresholds, we calculate the values of PSNR for "Lena" and "Walkbridge" images which have distinctly unique features. "Lena" image has few fine details such as edge while "Walkbridge" image has many fine details. First we fixed Tedge equal to 50, to study the Tsmooth's impact on the performance, the results list in Table III . It can be shown that there is a gradual improvement in PSNR values as the threshold increase, until we reach the optimal threshold, then PSNR values decrease for both images. It is obvious that the Tsmooth's role on restoration performance for the two images is distinct. Results of "Lena" are sensitive to Tsmooth whereas the results of "Walkbridge" are not. The optimal threshold is around 15 for "Lena" image whereas the optimal threshold varies greatly for "Walkbridge" image and greater than the Lena's. But fortunately, the restored results are good enough for the two types of images for any noise rate when Tsmooth in the [10, 20] range. Lastly, results of "Lena" image outperform results of "Walkbridge" image greatly.
For the small Tsmooth, the smooth similarity is harder to satisfied. This means that the hit ratio is low and there are many undetected noise-free pixels. So the restoration results are not good. While for large Tsmooth, the smooth similarity is easy to satisfied. This means that the false detection is high and there are many wrongly detected noise-free pixels which can form the dark or light spots in the restoration stage. So the results are not good as well. So the optimal Tsmooth is not very small and very large.
In the smooth regions, we need smaller Tsmooth to decrease the false detection while maintain high enough hit ratio, while in the edge regions, we need larger Tsmooth to increase the hit ratio while maintain small enough false detections. The Lena image has a few details and the majority regions are smooth regions, so the restoration results are major determined by the smooth regions. While the Walkbridge image has many details, so the restoration results are determined both by the smooth regions and edge regions. So the optimal Tsmooth of Lena image is smaller than that of Walkbridge image. It is harder to detect the noisy-free pixels in the detail region than the smooth region, so the restoration results of Lena is better than Walkbridge image.
Then we fixed Tsmooth equal to 15, to study the Tedge's impact on the performance. The results list in Table IV . Tedge's large scale change has little influence on the filtering results. The optimal threshold is around 50 for the two types of images for any noise rate.
Lastly, we test many other images and found that the Tsmooth and Tedge's impact on filtering results are same as the "Lena" and "Walkbridge" images. This shows that the algorithm can achieve well enough filtering results for any image type at different noise density when Tsmooth=15 and Tedge=50. Fig. 5 shows the output images of assorted images for 40% noise density. It can be seen that the proposed method successfully preserve the details while removing the most noise and only scattered tiny noise spots left. Fig. 6 shows the output images of assorted images for 20% noise density. We also calculate the percentage of the pixels that have intensity difference in the filter window in Fig. 7 . It shows that for all images, the curve have the nearly same profile. For Lena and peppers images, both the origin and 60% noise image, have the same curve shape. Before 10 intensity difference, the curves decline significantly and after 20 intensity difference, the curves remain constant. So this is why Lena filtering results are sensitive to Tsmooth and the optimal value is between 10 and 20. For Walkbridge and mandril images, they also have the same curve shape, but the shape is different from Lena's. The curve decline graduately after 10 intensity difference. So this is why walkbridge filtering results are not sensitive to Tsmooth and the optimal value is between 15 and 35. 
D. Computational Complexity
Our method only needs to calculate the similarity numbers which just need to calculate the eight absolute intensity differences and at most 16 comparison operators for each pixel only once for the impulse detection. In the restoration process, we use fixed weight average method to restore the noisy pixel which in 33 filtering window. Our filter only use integer type which is faster than float type. Whereas most recently proposed filters are performed in an iterative manner (the number of iterations is typically around 5) and need time-consume sort operator and varying filter window size (the window size of 33 to 77), and use much slowly float operation. So our method is faster than most of the methods available in the literature. For example, the runtime of our method is about 40ms for 512512 gray-scale images written in c language in the 2.4GHz CPU platform.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter, a new noise removal method is proposed in this paper based on local similar pattern. For any pixel to be considered as an original pixel, it should have sufficient number of similar pixels amongst its neighboring pixels in the local window. The efficacy of the proposed method is evidenced by extensive simulations. The experimental results exhibit significant improvement in performance over several other methods. Furthermore, the proposed method is very straightforward and faster.
